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Abstract. An augmented adaptive sliding-mode controller is proposed in this paper for a 
diaphragm-type pneumatic vibration isolation (PVI) system containing nonlinear characteristics 
and time-varying uncertainties with unknown bounds. To capture and deal with the time-varying 
uncertainties, a controller design based primarily on the functional approximation (FA) technique 
complemented with an adaptive fuzzy sliding-mode control (AFSMC) is adopted. The resultant 
hybrid design is denoted as FA+AFSMC to differentiate itself from other attempting solutions. 
Lyapunov stability theory is utilized not only to stabilize the closed-loop system but also to 
formulate updating laws for weighting coefficients of the FA and tuning parameters of the 
AFSMC. This developed scheme has online learning ability when it faces the system’s nonlinear 
and time-varying behaviors. Experimental explorations which incorporates both pressure and 
velocity measurements as feedback signals reveals that the proposed FA+AFSMC scheme 
outperforms other attempting solutions, such as passive isolation and pure AFSMC scheme, by a 
significant margin. 
Keywords: diaphragm-type pneumatic vibration isolation system, functional approximation 
technique, adaptive fuzzy sliding-mode controller. 
1. Introduction 
Many precision instruments are highly sensitive to ground or environmental induced  
vibrations. Hence, requirements on the ground vibration level where these instruments are placed 
have become more important than those specified in standards or regulations [1]. Some research 
works focusing on vibration control using adaptive or hybrid feedback control can be found in 
[2-6]. There are numerous practical applications of pneumatic vibration isolator (PVI) in various 
industries, especially in those cases where PVI operating at low-frequency range of vibration. The 
reason is that the pneumatic isolation systems are capable of supporting higher payload at 
relatively lower energy consumption. These PVIs are often actively controlled by servo valves 
which function to attenuate vibration energy transmitted from the floor and the table itself. This 
type of PVI-based table system is able to yield satisfactory performances in the frequency range 
above system’s natural frequencies [7]. However, the performance would deteriorate when the 
excitation frequency gets closer to system’s natural frequency. To that regard, this paper proposes 
an active control scheme, i.e. FA+AFSMC, to overcome such a drawback. In other words, by 
using the proposed control scheme, the vibration isolation performance of the PVI system can be 
improved over a range of low frequencies, especially at frequencies near system’s resonance. 
Due to the compressibility of the air, it has long been known as a challenging task to impose 
active control on the pneumatic pressure. Shih and Wang [8] applied an adaptive control 
mechanism to tackle the ground vibration problem. Kato et al. [9] investigated a pneumatic 
isolation table system using a spool-type servo valve and a pressure differentiator. Although the 
experimental results demonstrated an efficient isolation performance at lower energy level, this 
approach requires detailed modeling information of the pressure differentiator as well. More 
recently, Chang et al. [10] proposed a new state-space model of the PVI using the input-output 
linearization technique. A time delay controller can subsequently be designed and verified by 
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experiments on a single chamber PVI based on this new model. 
Unlike conventional designs which demand elaborated modeling knowledge prior to the 
implementation, this study employs the functional approximation technique (FAT) to capture 
nonlinear behaviors of the pneumatic system so that the controller can be implemented. As a result, 
the requirement of prior modeling knowledge concerning the controlled system can be waived. 
The FAT has been applied in the past to design adaptive sliding controllers for various nonlinear 
systems containing time-varying uncertainties [11-13]. In such a design, the FAT approach is 
integrated with the sliding-mode control (SMC). Here, the FAT is known for its ability in 
capturing system dynamics while the latter is known for its robustness under conditions of 
uncertainties and modeling discrepancy. Since the approximation error caused by truncating the 
infinite series into a finite sum is inevitable in the FAT approach, the SMC can complement such 
a deficiency to some extent. To further improve the performance of the proposed FAT-based 
sliding-mode control, an adaptive one-dimensional fuzzy sliding-mode control (AFSMC) [14] 
compensator with self-tuning capability is also installed in this study. The resultant control scheme 
is denoted as the FA+AFSMC, namely the FAT-based adaptive fuzzy sliding-mode control. Since 
the proposed hybrid controller design FA+AFSMC can be deployed in nonlinear systems without 
modeling information, it can reduce the computational burden and release memory requirement 
in practical applications. Moreover, the stability of the proposed control scheme can be 
theoretically ascertained by using the Lyapunov stability theorem. 
2. The experimental test rig 
A schematic diagram of the experimental test rig is shown in Fig. 1. The system encompasses 
the following major components: the PVI sub-system, the accelerometer, the electromagnetic 
shaker, and the active control unit. Among these, the PVI sub-system is used as an actuator in the 
active-isolation equipment. It consists of a single pneumatic chamber, a rubber diaphragm, and a 
piston that supports the payload. A shaker is installed to serve as a vibrating base. For this study, 
the shaker is used to generate various vibrating profiles for simulating the disturbance variations. 
In order to measure vibration responses of the isolator, an accelerometer is installed on top of the 
payload. On the other hand, measurements of both the chamber pressure and payload velocity are 
incorporated as the feedback signals in the closed-loop control design. In this setup, the payload 
velocity signal can be obtained by numerically integrating the acceleration signal. The pressure 
sensor is so located that the pressure measurement directly reveals the pressure dynamics of the 
air chamber. A PC-based control unit is set to take measurement inputs through A/D conversions. 
As the brain of the control unit, the control unit computes the required control inputs, and transmits 
the control input in the form of analog voltage to the pneumatic control valve. The pneumatic 
control valve, also called servo valve, is a proportional directional control valve which generates 
air mass-flow in proportion to the control voltage received from the control unit. The spool-type 
control valve works not only to maintain a static pressure but also to supply the required dynamic 
pressure for the air chamber. 
 
Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the proposed experimental system 
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3. Controller design 
The control algorithms taken to deal with the nonlinear pneumatic system are elaborated in 
this section. The fundamental thought behind the proposed scheme is to capture nonlinear 
time-varying system dynamics by applying the functional approximation technique (FAT). 
Meanwhile, in order to cope with the finite approximation error, an adaptive fuzzy sliding-mode 
control (AFSMC), is employed to deal with model discrepancy and uncertainties. The resultant 
hybrid control scheme is the solution proposed in this paper and is denoted as the FA+AFSMC 
active isolator. Lyapunov stability theorem is applied to derive update laws for the weighting 
coefficients and tuning parameters of the FAT and fuzzy control, respectively. Asymptotic 
stability of the tracking error can be achieved if sufficient number of orthogonal basis functions 
were adopted. When finite expansion is used, the effects of approximation error on system 
performance can be investigated. The asymptotic stability can still be ensured with a modified 
control law if the bounds of approximation error are known. 
The overall block diagram of the proposed FA+AFSMC control scheme is shown as Fig. 2. 
Suppose the pneumatic driving system considered here can be represented as the following 
dynamical equation: 
ݒሷ = ௩݂(ݒ, ݐ) + ܾ௩(ݐ)ݑ௩, (1)
where ݒ(ݐ) represents the payload velocity, ௩݂(ݒ, ݐ) denotes the unknown nonlinear time-varying 
system dynamics with unknown bounds and ܾ௩(ݐ) is an unknown control gain function. The 
subscript “ݒ” indicates the system properties associated with the velocity feedback control loop. 
To apply the FAT, two linear combination of Fourier basis functions are employed to approximate 
the unknown functions ௩݂(ݒ, ݐ)  and ܾ௩(ݐ) . Then the FAT-based sliding controller can be 
developed for this PVI system. An adaptive fuzzy sliding-mode controller (AFSMC) is added to 
compensate for the approximation error and improve the control performance. In addition, a 
Lyapunov function candidate is chosen to not only prove the closed-loop stability but also derive 
the updating laws for the weighting coefficients of the approximation series and tuning parameters 
of the AFSMC. 
 
Fig. 2. The control block diagram of the FA+AFSMC control scheme 
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Let ݁௩ = ݒ − ݒ௥, and consequently, ሶ݁௩ = ݒሶ − ݒሶ௥ in which ݒ௥ represents the reference velocity 
of the payload. Next, a sliding variable ݏ௩ is defined as: 
ݏ௩ = ሶ݁௩ + ߣ௩݁௩, (2)
where ߣ௩ is a positive constant. The time derivative of the sliding variable, ݏ௩, is calculated as: 
ݏሶ௩ = ሷ݁௩ + ߣ௩ ሶ݁௩ = ݒሷ − ݒሷ௥ + ߣ௩ ሶ݁௩. (3)
When Eq. (1) is used, Eq. (3) can be recast into the following: 
ݏሶ௩ = ݂(ݒ, ݐ)௩ + ܾ௩(ݐ)ݑ௩ − ݒሷ௥ + ߣ ሶ݁ = ܾ௩[ ௩݂ܾ௩ି ଵ + ݑ௩ + ܾ௩ି ଵ(−ݒሷ௥ + ߣ ሶ݁௩)]௩. (4)
Now in order to satisfy reaching condition of the sliding surface and compensate for the 
approximation error of the FAT, the control law can be designed to compose of FA and AFSMC 
two parts. In other words: 
ݑ௩(ݐ) = ݑ௩ி஺(ݐ) + ݑ௩஺ிௌெ஼(ݐ) = − መ݂௔ − ෠ܾ௩ି ଵ(−ݒሷ௩ + ߣ௩ ሶ݁௩) − ܥ௩் Φ௩, (5)
where ݑ௩ி஺ indicates the control input calculated in accordance with the FAT, whereas ݑ௩஺ிௌெ஼ 
is the input obtained from the adaptive fuzzy sliding-mode control algorithm. The control ݑ௩ி஺(ݐ) 
is determined to achieve ݏሶ௩ = 0  and guarantee the system output error convergence. The 
estimation terms in ݑ௩ி஺(ݐ) can be approximated by a linear combination of finite orthogonal 
basis functions to expand and capture most of the time-varying system dynamics plus  
uncertainties. In addition, መ݂௔ represents the estimate value of ௔݂ = ௩݂ ෠ܾ௩ି ଵ while ෠ܾ௩ is the estimate 
value of ܾ௩. In the proposed hybrid controller, both መ݂௔ and ෠ܾ௩ have to be estimated on-line. Note 
that according to Eq. (5) when ෠ܾ௩  gets close to zero, the control law becomes unbounded. 
Therefore, a lower-bound value of ܾ௩ is required and denoted as ܾ௩. To avoid unbounded control 
input, the control gain function is designed so that ܾ௩ ≥ ܾ௩ > 0. The membership functions and 
the fuzzy rules are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. Triangular membership functions are 
used to classify the fuzzy input and output variables. The scaling factor ݃௦ is employed to map the 
sliding surface variable ݏ into the fuzzy universe of discourse. It can be roughly estimated based 
on the span of tracking error during the experimental investigations. In addition, ܥ௩் Φ௩ represents 
the adaptive fuzzy compensation that can be derived from the fuzzy inference decision and 
defuzzification operations. ܥ௩் Φ௩ can be represented as: 
ݑ௩஺ிௌெ஼ =
∑ ݓ௜ߙ௜௠௜ୀଵ
∑ ݓ௜௠௜ୀଵ =
[ߙଵ ⋯ ߙ௠] ൥
ݓଵ
⋮
ݓ௠
൩
∑ ݓ௜௠௜ୀଵ = ܥ௩் Φ௩. 
(6)
In which ܥ௩ = [ߙଵ ⋯ ߙ௠]்  represents the adjustable consequent parameter vector and  
Φ௩ = [ݓଵ ⋯ ݓ௠] ∑ ݓ௜௠௜ୀଵ⁄  is the firing strength vector. Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), one 
obtains: 
ݏሶ௩ = ܾ௩ൣ൫ ௔݂ − መ݂௔൯ + ൫ܾ௩ି ଵ − ෠ܾ௩ି ଵ൯(−ݒሷ௥ + ߣ௩ ሶ݁௩) − ܥ௩் Φ௩൧, (7)
where, ௔݂, መ݂௔, ܾ௩ି ଵ, and ෠ܾ௩ି ଵ are assumed to satisfy the Dirichlet conditions. Therefore, they can be 
represented, by using the functional approximation technique, as: 
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ቊ ௔݂ = ௩ܹ௙் ௙ܼ ,መ݂௔ = ෡ܹ௩௙் ௙ܼ,
          ቊܾ௩ି
ଵ = ௩ܹ௕்ܼ௕,
෠ܾ௩ି ଵ = ෡ܹ௩௕்ܼ௕,
 (8)
where ௩ܹ௙, ෡ܹ௩௙, ௩ܹ௕, ෡ܹ௩௕ ∈ ℜଶ௡ାଵ denote the time-invariant weighting vectors used to expand 
unknown function ௔݂ , መ݂௔ , ܾ௩ି ଵ  and ෠ܾ௩ି ଵ , respectively, whereas ௙ܼ , ܼ௕ ∈ ℜଶ௡ାଵ  are the 
time-varying vectors composed of Fourier basis functions. Although, conceptually using 
sufficiently large number of orthogonal basis functions can approximate the unknown function to 
a prescribed accuracy, the computation burden increases exponentially as the number of the basis 
function increases. Moreover, the approximation error still exists. Hence, AFSMC is integrated 
with the FAT-based sliding control to compensate for the approximation error and the 
uncertainties. When contents of Eq. (8) is substituted into Eq. (7), the following can be reached: 
ݏሶ௩ = ܾ௩ൣ ෩ܹ௩௙் ௙ܼ + ෩ܹ௩௕்ܼ௕(−ݒሷ௥ + ߣ௥ ሶ݁௩) − ܥ௩் Φ௩൧. (9)
Here, ෩ܹ௩௙் = ௩ܹ௙ ் − ෡ܹ௩௙ ் , ෩ܹ௩௕ ் = ௩ܹ௕் − ෡ܹ௩௕ ் . Moreover, in order to find update laws for ෡ܹ௩௙, ෡ܹ௩௕ and ܥ௩ and to prove stability of the closed-loop system, a Lyapunov-function candidate is 
selected as the following: 
ܸ൫ݏ௩, ෩ܹ௩௙, ෩ܹ௩௕, ܥ௩൯ =
1
2 ݏ௩
ଶ + 12 ܾ௩ൣ ෩ܹ௩௙்ܳ௩௙ ෩ܹ௩௙ + ෩ܹ௩௕்ܳ௩௕ ෩ܹ௩௕൧ +
ܾ௩
2ߛ௩ ܥ௩் ܥ௩, (10)
where ܳ௩௙ , ܳ௩௕ ∈ ℜ(ଶ௡ାଵ)×(ଶ௡ାଵ)  are symmetrical positive-definite matrices, whereas ߛ௩  is a 
positive constant representing the learning rate of fuzzy controller. Taking time derivative of the 
Lyapunov-function candidate along the trajectory, one obtains: 
ሶܸ (ݏ௩, ෩ܹ௩௙, ෩ܹ௩௕, ܥ௩) = ݏ௩ݏሶ௩ + ܾ௩ ቂ ෩ܹ௩௙்ܳ௩௙ ෩ܹሶ ௩௙ + ෩ܹ௩௕்ܳ௩௕ ෩ܹሶ ௩௕ቃ +
ܾ௩
2ߛ௩ ܥ௩் ܥ
ሶ௩. (11)
Now, since ෩ܹሶ ௩௙் = − ෡ܹሶ ௩௙், ෩ܹሶ ௩௕் = − ෡ܹሶ ௩௕் and by using Eq. (9), Eq. (11) can be rearranged into 
the following: 
ሶܸ (ݏ௩, ෩ܹ௩௙, ෩ܹ௩௕ , ܥ௩) = ܾ௩ ቄ ෩ܹ௩௙ ் ( ௙ܼ ݏ௩ − ܳ௩௙ ෡ܹሶ ௩௙ + ෩ܹ௩௕் ቂܼ௕ݏ(−ݒሷ௥ + ߣ௩ ሶ݁௩) − ܳ௩௕ ෡ܹሶ ௩௕ ቃ 
      −ܥ௩் (ݏ௩Φ௩ −
1
γ௩ ܥ
ሶ௩)ൠ. 
(12)
Next, we select: 
෡ܹሶ ௩௙ = ܳ௩௙ିଵ ௙ܼ ݏ௩, (13)
෡ܹሶ ௩௕ = ൞
ܳ௩௕ିଵܼ௕ ݏ௩(−ݒሷ௥ + ߣ௩ ሷ݁௩),      0 < ෠ܾ௩ି ଵ < ܾ௩ି ଵ,
ܳ௩௕ିଵܼ௕ ݏ௩(−ݒሷ௥ + ߣ௩ ሷ݁௩),      ෠ܾ௩ି ଵ ≥ ܾ௩ି ଵ,     ݏ௩(−ݒሷ௥ + ߣ௩ ሶ݁௩) < 0,
0,                                             ෠ܾ௩ି ଵ ≥ ܾ௩ି ଵ,      ݏ௩(−ݒሷ௥ + ߣ௩ ሶ݁௩) ≥ 0,
 (14)
ܥሶ௩ = ߛ௩ݏ௩Φ௩ − ݇௩|ݏ௩|ܥ௩, (15)
where the update law in Eq. (14) is specially designed to make sure that ෠ܾ௩ will not be less than 
its lower bound, ܾ௩. Note also that when the appropriate lower bound ܾ௩ is chosen, the second and 
third cases of Eq. (14) will not occur. Parameter ߛ௩ is a positive learning rate while ݇௩ is a positive 
parameter introducing damping effect to the updating law, Eq. (15) [15]. Eq. (12) can be  
rewritten as: 
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ሶܸ ൫ݏ௩, ෩ܹ௩௙, ෩ܹ௩௕ , ܥ௩൯ =
ە
ۖ
ۖ
۔
ۖ
ۖ
ۓ−ܾ௩
݇௩
ߛ௩ |ݏ௩|ܥ௩் ܥ௩ ≤ 0,       0 <
෠ܾ௩ି ଵ < ܾ௩ି ଵ,
−ܾ௩
݇௩
ߛ௩ |ݏ௩|ܥ௩் ܥ௩ ≤ 0,       
෠ܾ௩ି ଵ ≥ ܾ௩ି ଵ,      ݏ௩(−ݒሷ௥ + ߣ௩ ሶ݁௩) < 0,
−ܾ௩
݇௩
ߛ௩ |ݏ௩|ܥ௩் ܥ௩ + ܾ௩൫
෩ܹ௩௕ ் ܼ௕ ൯ݏ௩(−ݒሷ௥ + ߣ௩ ሶ݁௩) ≤ 0,
                                               ෠ܾ௩ି ଵ ≥ ܾ௩ି ଵ,      ݏ௩(−ݒሷ௥ + ߣ௩ ሶ݁௩) ≥ 0,
 (16)
where: 
෩ܹ௩௕் ܼ௕ = ( ௩ܹ௕் − ෡ܹ௩௕் )ܼ௕ = ܾ௩ି ଵ − ෠ܾ௩ି ଵ < 0. (17)
Eq. (16) shows that the time derivative of the positive definite Lyapunov function is negative 
semi-definite. Thus, the dynamics of the closed-loop system is stable in the sense of Lyapunov 
stability criterion [16]. Furthermore, it can be proven by using Barbarlet’s lemma [17] that the 
control law ݑ௩(ݐ) in Eq. (11) can guarantee asymptotic convergence of the output error. 
Note that although the controller design described so far focuses on the velocity feedback loop, 
similar design procedures can be taken to handle the pressure feedback control loop. Thus, the 
overall control scheme shown as in Fig. 2 can be obtained. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 3. a) Membership functions of the errors and error changes, b) fuzzy rules of AFSMC 
4. Experimental system detail 
The experimental setup of the proposed pneumatic vibration isolation system is shown in  
Fig. 4 in which the PVI sub-system supports a payload. The payload’s mass is 42 kg. The design 
of the PVI resembles that of a commercial product, namely Bilz Corporation’s FAEBI-HD series. 
This specialized device has a relatively smaller load volume and a larger damping volume. The 
total volume of the chamber is about 2.0×10−4 (m3) while the effective piston area is about 
1.96×10−3 (m2). An electromagnetic shaker (B&K 4808) driven by a power amplifier is installed 
to excite the floor base so as to simulate the ground vibration input. The shaker has a force rating 
of 112 Newton. In order to measure the payload’s, motion a high-quality accelerometer  
(B&K 8340 with a sensitivity of 9237 mV/g) is installed on top of the payload. In addition, the 
pressure signal was measured by a high-precision pressure sensor (FESTO  
SDE1-D6-G2-W18-C-NU-M8 with an accuracy of 2 % of final value) which is mounted in 
between the exit of the servo valve and the air chamber. To implement control, design the 
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PC-based control unit, consisting of the NI-CompactRIO (NI CRIO-9004) and LabVIEW 
software, takes measurements through A/D conversions. It then computes the required control 
signal and transmits the results to the pneumatic control valve. The control valve is a proportional 
directional control valve (FESTO, MPYE-5-M5-010-B). The valve can generate air mass-flow in 
proportion to the control voltage. The distance between the control servo valve and pneumatic 
chamber is kept to a minimum in order to avoid any possible air loss in the pipeline. 
During the experimental study, the active isolation control performance is compared against 
those obtained from the passive isolation configuration. The passive isolation was power free and 
accomplished by keeping a static pressure in the PVI where the isolation effect was provided by 
the rubber diaphragm and the orifice flow through the inlet and outlet of the directional control 
valve. 
 
Fig. 4. Photograph of the experimental rig set-up 
5. Experimental isolation verifications 
In order to demonstrate the enhancement of the isolation performance achieved by using the 
proposed active-isolation algorithm, tests were run under a pseudo-random ground vibration was 
fed through the floor. Acceleration responses of the payload were measured and then numerically 
integrated to obtain the velocity responses. The control results were compared against its 
counterparts generated by either the passive isolator or the pure AFSMC scheme. 
During experimental investigations, the sampling rate was taken as 1,000 Hz. The pressure of 
air applied to the proportional control valve was 4.3×105 Pa, whereas the static pressure in the 
chamber was 2.2×105 Pa. The natural frequency of the experimental system as a whole is close to 
3.7 Hz. As mentioned previously, a pseudo-random disturbance was applied to validate the 
proposed control algorithm. This excitation was generated by an electromagnetic shaker. Note that 
the positive definite matrix ܳ௩ is chosen as ܳ௩ = ܳ௜ܫ in which ܫ represents a 2×2 identity matrix 
while ܳ௜ is a positive constant. In this study, 9 basis functions were adopted in approximating 
system’s unknown time-varying dynamics. Control parameters used in the FA+AFSMC algorithm 
are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Values of control parameters. 
Controller type Feedback type Parameter values 
AFSMC Pressure ݃௦ = 1, ݃௨ = 0.5, ߣ = 0.1, ߛ = 0.5 Velocity ݃௦ = 1, ݃௨ = 15, ߣ = 0.1, ߛ = 0.5 
FA+AFSMC 
Pressure ܳ௜ = 0.01, ߣி஺ = 0.005, ݊ = 9 ݃௦ = 1, ݃௨ = 0.2, ߣ஺ிௌெ஼ = 0.1, ߛ௩ = 0.5 
Velocity ܳ௜ = 0.01, ߣி஺ = 120, ݊ = 9 ݃௦ = 1, ݃௨ = 9.6, ߣ஺ிௌெ஼ = 0.1, ߛ௩ = 0.5 
A random-like disturbance was applied to further illustrate the suppression effectiveness of the 
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proposed FA+AFSMC scheme. Time-domain responses including both payload velocity and 
control voltage input under random-like ground disturbance are given in Figs. 5 and 6,  
respectively. Note that while Fig. 5(a) and 6(a) show the test data generated across time span of 
10 seconds, Fig. 5(b) and 6(b) present the zoom-in details for a single second. It can be observed 
from these figures that comparing to the passive isolation, the proposed FA+AFSMC scheme can 
significantly suppress the random-like vibrations of the payload. Since the input signal are 
randomly generated, only the RMS values of the payload velocity were considered. It turns out 
that the RMS values of the payload velocity are 0.0087 m/s and 0.0017 m/s for the passive and 
FA+AFSMC active isolation, respectively. The reduction is about 80 % in this excitation  
condition. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 5. Time domain payload velocity response (upper: from 0-10 seconds, and lower: with the 9th second) 
of the passive and FA+AFSMC active isolator under random-like disturbance 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 6. Time control voltage (upper: from 0-10 seconds, and lower: with the 9th second) of the passive  
and FA+AFSMC active isolator under random-like disturbance 
To further illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme, dynamic responses of 
the payload velocity for the passive, AFSMC active and FA+AFSMC active control cases are 
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shown in Fig. 7. In this plot, the dashed line indicates the payload velocity of the passive isolator, 
whereas the dashed-dotted line and solid line correspond to the AFSMC active controller and the 
proposed FA+AFSMC active controller, respectively. Based on Fig. 7, one can conclude that the 
proposed FA+AFSMC active controller outperforms either the passive control or the AFSMC 
scheme. 
 
Fig. 7. Time domain payload velocity response of the passive (dashed line), AFSMC active  
(dashed-dotted line) and FA+AFSMC active (solid-bold line) isolator  
under random-like disturbance within the 9th second 
6. Conclusions 
This paper proposes an active control scheme aiming to elevate the isolation performance of 
pneumatic isolators specifically in the vicinity of the system’s low frequency natural resonance. 
The approach applies primarily the FAT-based sliding control but is also augmented with the 
AFSMC compensation (FA+AFSMC) so as to capture and suppress nonlinear and time-varying 
system dynamics. The AFSMC is adopted for the sake of compensating the finite approximation 
error caused by truncating the FAT infinite series into a finite sum. Since the proposed approach 
is modeling-free, tremendous amount of modeling efforts regarding pneumatic isolation system 
can thus be avoided. The latter is known to be computational challenging because many nonlinear 
phenomena are involved in such a pneumatic system. Experimental results have shown that the 
proposed FA+AFSMC active isolation approach can indeed suppress the vibration disturbance 
effectively. The study also demonstrates the feasibility of designing an active isolation system 
using both payload velocity and chamber pressure as feedback signal. The future applications of 
this model-free control methodology will be extended to multi axes isolation systems in our 
laboratory for further research in this area. 
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